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President’s Column
To quote the great jazz and blues singer, Dinah Washington, in her great 1959 recording of the same title, “What a difference a
day makes. Twenty-four little hours.” When I wrote my last President’s Column, I had never even heard of the coronavirus or
COVID-19. Since mid-March we all have been consumed by bad news as the virus continues to wreak havoc as the number of
confirmed cases continue to skyrocket and, sadly, also the number of deaths. The economic toll has yet to be assessed but,
literally, millions of our fellow citizens are suddenly out of work. We all in our professional and our personal lives have had to
deal with “social distancing,” “stay at home” orders, etc., encountering bare supermarket shelves as hoarders have swept up
everything from hand sanitizers to bread to canned goods to, yes, toilet paper.
All of us in the library world now have had to adjust to everything from working remotely from home to working as one of a
very few still physically coming in to work (like me) but in an almost empty building as we provide services to our patrons via
electronic means to, perhaps, having to close down entirely as the pandemic rages on. Certainly, our personal lives are
inconvenienced if not menaced by COVID-19. I sincerely hope nobody reading this has contracted the virus or has a family
member or friend in that predicament.
Despite all of this, I am proud to be a member of a profession that is still largely functional and doing its best to meet the
information needs of our various patrons in public, school, academic, and special libraries. At times like this, we can and do rise
to the occasion. Thanks to modern technology, it really is pretty incredible what we can do to serve our patrons. Even in times
past, though, libraries and librarians were there: think of World War II, the Great Depression, or more recently, 9/11. Libraries
and librarians were there during the influenza pandemic of 1918. As of this writing, the bad news appears to have no end in sight
but think, if we could make it through the horrors of the 1918 pandemic, we can and will make it through the trials and
tribulations of the current pandemic. To quote Vera Lynn, who recorded the original version to lift British morale during the dark
days of World War II in 1942, “There’ll be bluebirds over the white cliffs of Dover.” For a truly upbeat version of this inspiring
song,
check
out
the
Checkers’
1953
rhythm
and
blues
interpretation
on
YouTube
at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oDcJBHwlqs.
Putting things into historical perspective, let’s look forward to SELA’s Centennial. Plans are underway for some special
observations of this Association milestone at the forthcoming joint conference with the Georgia Library Association in Macon
October 7-9. In recognition that things are still uncertain due to the virus crisis, some programming may be of a hybrid nature
thus allowing for remote participation if necessary or desirable. Either way, there will still be ways of celebrating one hundred
years of the Southeastern Library Association this Fall.
Tim Dodge
Auburn University
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Promoting Full Utilization of Library Resources for Students & Patrons with Disabilities
A Conceptual Approach
Edna Jean Foxhall, Monica Elexia Hodge and Danita Henry Stapleton
Edna Jean Foxall is the Cataloging/Metadata Librarian for the Levi Waktins Learning Center at Alabama State University and
can be reached at efoxhall@alasu.edu. Monica Elexia Hodge is the Science Reference Librarian at the Levi Watkins Learning
Center at Alabama State University and can be reached at mhodge@alasu.edu. Danita Henry Stapleton is the Chair of
Rehabilitation Studies at Alabama State University and can be reached at dstapleton@alasu.edu.

Introduction
This exploratory conceptual research highlights federal
mandates, policies, and principles that protect the rights of
library users with disabilities. According to (ASGCLA,
2019, para. 2), persons with disabilities can be impacted by
“economic inequity, illiteracy, cultural isolation,
discrimination in education and employment” while
participating in various daily activities. In December 2018
it was reported that 40.7 million Americans were living
with disabilities (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018, July
26). Given the vast number of Americans with disabilities,
library science professionals will appreciate the urgency for
maintaining convenient, accessible, and welcoming
environments in libraries for persons with disabilities.
The goal of the authors was to present an operating
framework for removing barriers, thus promoting
inclusions and positive library experiences for this
population of users. The literature confirms the important
role of legislation and policy in protecting the rights of
library users, and how such mandates serve as a platform
for current initiatives and strategies. The authors
conceptualize how certain dynamics could either promote
or impede the use of library services and resources by
patrons with disabilities.
Review of the Literature Federal Mandates & Policies
Advocacy and disability awareness initiatives were
instrumental in the creation of laws and protections for
persons with disabilities in America. The chronology of the
disability movement began in 1920 (in response to the
ending of World War I and the number of disabled veterans
returning from the war). However, initiatives were often
inconsistent and opposing until the Disability Rights and
Independent Living Movements of the 1970s. The
Independent Living Movements represented an expansion
of the Disability Rights Movement with emphasis on fully
integrating persons with disabilities into their communities.
Independent living centers were community-based, private
not-for-profit, and controlled by persons with disabilities.
The majority of independent living center employees and
board members were people with disabilities (Sales, 2014).
During the 1970s, persons with disabilities and their
advocates began to view disability differently. Disability
was viewed less as a medical diagnosis and more as a
minority status. This paradigm shift forcefully propelled the
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disability rights movement and the passage of key federal
legislation.
In 1975, Congress passed the Developmentally Disabled
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act. This legislation resulted
from revelations of horrific maltreatment of people with
developmental disabilities in institutions throughout
America. The Disability Rights Center for Protection and
Advocacy System of 1977 and the American Association of
People with Disabilities of 1980 played vital roles in
advocating for protection of rights, equal opportunity,
economic power, independent living, and political
participation of persons with disabilities, with the latter
advocating on an international platform (American
Association of People with Disabilities [AAPD], 2018). In
the next sections, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and American
Library Association policies will identify protections and
entitlements for library students and patrons with
disabilities. Universal Design principles were also
introduced as a basis for inclusiveness and equal access for
all.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 are perhaps the most renowned
legislative acts. These acts and their subsequent
amendments have paved the way for people with
disabilities to be treated with the dignity which is deserving
of all citizens (Sales, 2014). These acts provide a stable
platform for appropriately meeting the needs of persons
with disabilities within academic and public library
settings.
Disabilities Legislation
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has four sections. However,
only two are pertinent to the discussion at hand. Section
502 specifies concerns regarding accessibility, particularly
architectural barriers. This section established the
Architectural and Transportation Compliance Board.
Section 504 prohibits the exclusion of a person with a
disability from participation in any federal or federally
sponsored program or activity, such as attending school
(elementary, secondary, post-secondary). This section also
addressed the accessibility of buildings in addition to
inclusion or participation in programs. The Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, rooted in consumer advocacy, influenced its
civil rights orientation. Its amendments reflected (as noted
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previously) a philosophical shift from viewing disability in
the context of the traditional medical model to a more
consumer-driven partnership between stakeholders (Sales,
2014). Deficiencies in the legislation were attributed to the
lack of an enforcement entity to detect noncompliance with
legislative policies. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 served
as the foundation for the enactment of the 1990 Americans
with Disabilities Act.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits
discrimination due to disability in virtually every aspect of
society. The act allows persons with disabilities to play
more active, visible, and productive roles in society
(Brodwin & Orange, 2014). Unlike the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, ADA has governmental mechanisms for
enforcement and penalties for noncompliance. ADA
comprises five titles. More specific to the discussion at
hand are Titles II and III. Title II (Public Service Provision)
prohibits discrimination in state and local government
programs and activities, such as public housing or use of a
library, and requires equal access to services and benefits of
public entities, including access to buildings, telephones,
and bathrooms where services are provided. Title III
(Public
Accommodation
Provision)
prohibits
discrimination in public establishments. Both provisions
mandate the removal of structural barriers and the
institution of reasonable accommodations. Examples of
structural accommodations would include lowering of
drinking fountains, adding raised letters and Braille
markings on elevator controls, and using flashing alarm
lights. The 2008 amendments of ADA changed the
definition of “disability” to include impairments that
substantially limit a major life activity, and specified that
assistive devices, auxiliary aids, accommodations, medical
therapies and supplies have no bearing in determining
whether a disability qualifies under law (Sales, 2014).
American Library Association
The American Library Association (ALA) Library Services
for People with Disabilities Policy was designed to support
the execution of sections 502 and 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 and Titles II and III of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). The aforementioned
legislative acts protect the rights of persons with disabilities
in private and public facilities, such as libraries and
learning centers. According to the ALA (2019), libraries
need to provide sufficient resources and services to all
persons to minimize access barriers regardless of their
disability. This entails libraries being dedicated to
providing equitable resources and services for users with
disabilities, and when this is not possible, providing the
necessary accommodations (ALA, 2019). Ensuring equal
accessibility requires libraries to continuously and
objectively examine current resources and services, and to
create or implement new policies and procedures if existing
policies do not support the equal access to resources and
services (ALA, 2019). ALA is cognizant that persons with
disabilities are a misrepresented population in various
library-related careers (Association of Specialized
Government and Cooperative Library Agencies, 2019). An
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examination of library resources should consider diversity
of personnel; thus, ensuring that librarians and staff with
disabilities are visible within the library setting.
Libraries must comply with all applicable accessibility
laws, including the standards and requirements of ADA,
and state or local disability guidelines (ALA, 2019). ALA
discusses other guidelines that can greatly assist libraries
with providing and improving accessibility for individuals
with disabilities (ALA, 2019). The following guidelines
were taken from ALA’s Services to People with
Disabilities: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights
(amended January 29, 2019) and can be used to promote
equality of access for persons with disabilities:
I.

I.
II.

III.

“Books and other library resources should be
provided for the interest, information, and
enlightenment of all people of the community the
library serves.”
“A person’s right to use a library should not be
denied or abridged because of origin, age,
background, or views.''
“Libraries which make exhibit spaces and
meeting rooms available to the public they serve
should make such facilities available on an
equitable basis.”
All people, regardless of origin, age, background,
or views, possess a right to privacy and
confidentiality in their library use.

It is very important that librarians, in particular, focus on
strategic ways to promote full utilization of library
resources by patrons with disabilities. In order to
accomplish this goal, they must apply knowledge of policy
and legislation in such a manner as to maximize the library
experiences of persons with disabilities. The ALA plays a
pivotal role in securing the rights and liberties of patrons
with disabilities. According to Brodsky and Wells, (2011)
research “profession of librarianship has been a proponent
of the protection of intellectual freedom with a dedication
to equity of access to information” for every patron (p. 9).
In institutions of higher education, students with disabilities
require orientation to the campus library in collaboration
with library personnel and the Office of Disability Services.
Such collaboration is necessary in order to promote equal
access and full utilization of library resources and services.
A similar orientation must occur for patrons with
disabilities who use public community libraries.
Universal Design
A popular definition of Universal Design was rendered by
Mace in 1985. According to Mace (1985), Universal
Design encompasses the design of products, environments,
programs, and services to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or
specialized design. According to guidelines and standards
of the American Library Association, Universal Design
entails various alternatives for developing “a welcoming
and usable environment for all library users regardless of
an individual’s age, disability, race, or lack of experience

with utilizing library resources/services” (p. 5). Kowalsky
and Woodruff (2017) identified seven principles of
Universal Design: “equitable use, flexibility in use,
simple/intuitive use, perceptible information, tolerance for
error, low physical effort, and size/space for approach and
use” (p. 12). According to Spina (2017), these universal
design principles are useful and applicable to many library
settings. For instance, adjustable tables, chairs, and shelves
can provide easier access to computers, books, and other
materials for persons using wheelchairs, those with
orthopedic conditions, and the elderly. Other applied
strategies could involve the integration of symbols
alongside text for individuals with visual, attention, and
learning disabilities who require access to different
websites. Similarly, persons with disabilities whose
primary language is not English could benefit from
technological advancements or changes related to the usage
of symbols along with text while accessing various
websites. Libraries which adhere to the inclusive
fundamentals of Universal Design guarantee that all users,
regardless of ability, enjoy their library experiences (Spina,
2017).
Barriers to Full Utilization of Library Resources &
Services
Using legislation and policy as an operating framework, the
authors will now reveal specific obstacles and
corresponding strategies that can be implemented for
patrons with disabilities who utilize library resources and
services. The barriers discussed in the succeeding sections
are
attitudinal/societal,
communication,
physical/environmental, and technological. These barriers
are encountered in both academic and public libraries.
Attitudinal/Societal Barriers & Strategies
When assisting persons with disabilities in academic and
public libraries, librarians and library staff should first
evaluate and be mindful of personal stereotypes which can
discourage or frustrate patrons with disabilities. As reported
by Brodsky and Wells (2011), negative attitudes by
librarians and staff can make patrons with varied physical,
intellectual, or emotional/mental disabilities feel
unwelcome. Examples of negative attitudes and behaviors
portrayed by library employees are inferiority, pity,
ignorance, negative stereotypes, backlash, denial, and fear
(National Collaborative on Workforce and Disability
[NCWD], 2016, para. 5). Such negative attitudes and
behaviors can deter students and patrons from visiting
libraries regularly (Fisher & Purcal, 2017). Remy and
Seaman (2014) further discussed how societal barriers can
easily become obstacles to persons with disabilities.
In a recent study at a major university library, many patrons
with disabilities ranging from autism to post traumatic
stress disorder expressed frustration when seeking
assistance either because librarians or staff did not
understand how to provide help, or were impatient with
providing the desired help or service (Pionke, 2017).
Therefore, communication training and workshops should
be implemented to improve attitudes and behaviors towards
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persons with disabilities in libraries (Brodsky & Wells,
2011).
Communication Barriers & Strategies
Some academic and public libraries use communication
training and workshops as one of the strategies for
minimizing
negative
attitudes
and
behaviors.
Communication through sharing (among library workers
with disabilities) is a constructive and conducive way to
address misunderstandings or misconceptions pertaining to
disability. During communication training and workshops,
persons with disabilities are invited to share their
experiences in the library and express how a lack of
awareness and negative cultural stereotypes of disability
can impact them positively or negatively. Addressing
patrons’ or students’ concerns or needs instead of focusing
on their disability is a functional strategy that can be
applied when providing needed assistance (Oud, 2019).
The authors would be amiss in their discussion concerning
communication barriers if they did not acknowledge the
People First Movement (PFM) that originated in the United
States in 1974 at a self-advocacy conference held in Salem,
Oregon. The movement was launched on behalf of people
with developmental disabilities who were tired of being
viewed as a label and defined by their specific disability.
This movement emphasized the importance of persons
being viewed through the lens of ability vs. disability. The
movement brought global attention to the significance of
communication and viewing a person with a disability as a
person first. Crocker and Smith (2019) highlighted how
treatment toward people with disabilities originates with
how we speak about them. They also discussed the
empowering effects of people-first language and how its
use promotes greater equality and social integration by
reducing the stigma of disability. Crocker and Smith
(2019) also noted how people-first language creates a
notable divide between people with disabilities and their
diagnosis.
According to Smart and Smart (2018), some persons with
disabilities view their “disability as a valued part of their
identity”. They “see positive aspects in having the
disability” and do not view disability as their “master
status’ (p. 62). It is important that librarians and staff
become competent in the philosophies and guiding
principles of people first communication and avoid using
disabling language when assisting patrons with disabilities.
According to Brodwin & Orange (2014), positive language
can facilitate attitudes, behaviors, and interactions, which
can promote unbiased actions and remove barriers that limit
full participation in society. As stated previously, librarians
and staff will greatly benefit from interventions targeting
attitudinal and communication biases.
Physical/Environmental Barriers & Strategies
Areas of a library such as the entrance, restrooms,
stairways, elevators, ramps, and special media and group
rooms should always be accessible to persons with
disabilities. Todd (2014) described equipment such as
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wheelchairs, walkers, crutches, or canes as being essential
for movement in libraries by individuals with physical
disabilities. A lack of free movement in and around the
library can be a major obstacle for persons using
wheelchairs. According to Remy and Seaman (2014), a
lack of free movement in and around the library is a major
challenge for persons using wheelchairs
Additionally, persons with physical disabilities often
require the use of ramps and elevators. Uninstalled or
malfunctioning elevators and unavailable or inaccessible
ramps can present barriers to library use. Aisles between
bookshelves should be adequate in width to eliminate
obstruction of movement and maneuvering. Library items
such as book carts, step stools, waste baskets and chairs
should not block the aisles or seating areas of patrons with
disabilities. Another suggestive strategy is for library staff
to retrieve books, as needed, from narrow aisles and high
shelves, and from floors lacking elevator accessibility
(Todd, 2014).
According to a report by the World Health Organization
(2011), lack of accessibility will exclude people with
disabilities and cause them anxiety because of their
dependency on others for daily needs. Eight years later, the
World Health Organization (2019) created disability
posters to demonstrate the existence of physical or
environmental barriers in public settings. For example, the
posters depicted how cramped spaces and high sinks and
counters can present access barriers in academic or public
library settings (Magloff, 2019). Moreover, highly placed
elevator buttons and the lack of appropriate signage for
locating resources and services can also create access
problems for patrons with disabilities (Danso, OwusuAnsah, & Alorwu, 2012). Physical and environmental
barriers can hinder patrons’ ability to move freely, safely,
and confidently throughout academic and public libraries.
The preceding paragraph addressed physical and
environmental barriers within the internal dwelling.
However, a number of barriers exist outside of the library
building: insufficient parking spaces, distant entrances from
the parking lot, ramps without railings, poorly lit access
paths to entrances, and unclear or inaccurate signage (Irvall
& Nielsen, 2018). Additional external barriers include
insufficient space in front of doors or narrow entrances for
persons using wheelchairs, and a lack of functioning
automatic doors (Danso, Owusu-Ansah, & Alorwu, 2012).
In Library Security and Safety Guide to Prevention,
Planning, and Response, Kahn (2008) recommended the
application of strategies such as surveying the exterior
grounds of walkways and ramps; checking to make certain
that lighting is sufficient in these areas; reviewing
emergency evacuation procedures; and conducting routine
walk-throughs of the area to comply with accessibility
standards of the Americans with Disability Act (ADA). All
work stations should have a visible copy of an ADA
checklist. This resource will assist library workers in
remaining mindful of those physical and environmental
barriers that can limit utilization of library resources and
diminish the overall library experience for persons with
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disabilities. To further promote strategies to greatly reduce
or remove physical barriers, a group of researchers from
Ghana recommended that Ghana Education Services
encourage institutions to provide “courses on universal
design in their curriculum” to improve “students’ overall
knowledge and understanding of accessibility” (Danso,
Owusu-Ansah, and Alorwu, 2012, p. 9). The next sections
of this manuscript highlight the importance of libraries
employing strategies to minimize or eliminate
technological barriers in academic and public libraries.
Technological Barriers & Strategies
Technological barriers are those that hinder individuals
with disabilities from accessing technology within the
library setting. Because technology has enhanced the
library usage of persons with disabilities, it is imperative
that librarians continue to advocate for appropriate and
operable technology. Computers used by those with
disabilities are grouped into functional categories, such as
computer input and output, and documentation
(Burgstahler, 2015). Adaptive or assistive technologies
have helped minimize functional tasks for people with
disabilities, thereby reducing access barriers. The standard
height of computer tables or workstations can represent a
technological barrier for persons with mobility
impairments. These items should be modified so users can
independently access technology and information. In
Library Buildings, Equipment, & the ADA: Compliance
Issues and Solutions, Cirillo and Danford (1996)
recommended that librarians and library staff follow the
ADA requirements for library seating for people with
mobility impairments. This strategy entails providing
needed equipment with flexibility and proper positioning of
monitors, keyboards, and tabletops (Burgstahler, 2015).
Other technology-related devices and equipment can foster
use of library resources or services by individuals with
disabilities. As stated by Wray (2013), screen reader
software on computers can be used to eliminate or
minimize barriers for people with visual, intellectual, or
learning disabilities. For instance, screen readers with
speech output systems can be placed on computers to
convert written text from books or magazines to speech for
individuals with learning disabilities (Burgstahler, 2015).
According to Mulliken (2019), university employees on
campuses “are responsible for ensuring digital
accessibility” according to the Office for Civil Rights and
the Department of Justice’s guidance on disability law (p.
153). Also, academic and public libraries should provide a
teletypewriter (TTY) for individuals with hearing
impairments in order to facilitate communication between
patrons and library staff. Screen-magnifying software on
computer monitors should also be available to benefit
patrons with low vision (Burke, 2013).
Braille devices such as audiobooks, braille displays, and
note-takers should “provide a tactile version of what is on
the screens of PCs, laptops, tablets, and smartphones” for
individuals who are blind or visually impaired (The
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically

Handicapped, 2017, p. 1). Additionally, screen readers are
used to address visual challenges or barriers by making
elements like navigation, menus, text, fonts, colors, images,
and documents accessible on the web (Riley-Huff, 2012).
The World Wide Web Consortium accessibility initiative
(2012) provides information on Web software which could
be very worthwhile to academic and public libraries in their
efforts to enhance and improve needed technologies for
those with physical, visual, hearing, and learning
disabilities or impairments (W3C Web Accessibility
Initiative, 2012).
Discussion
The presence of previously noted barriers can limit
utilization of library resources, and render negative library
experiences for patrons with disabilities. The objective of
librarians and staff is to minimize or fully eliminate
attitudinal/societal,
communication,
physical,
environmental, and technological barriers encountered by
patrons.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, American Library Association
policies, and Universal Design principles offer a basis for
rights protection and entitlement for persons with
disabilities in public facilities such as libraries. It is
essential that library workers understand the policy
frameworks that shape equal access strategies. The
presence or absence of attitudinal/societal, communication,
physical/environmental, and technological barriers can
significantly impact the library experience of patrons with
disabilities. A synthesis of strategies (corresponding to the
aforementioned barriers) was introduced in this article. It is
imperative that library workers: 1) routinely participate in
trainings that afford opportunities to rate their compliance
with accessibility legislation and policy; 2) dialogue with
users with disabilities, and 3) develop written plans of
actions for ensuring equal access throughout the library
setting.

Attitudinal/Societal

Yes

Full
Utilization
of Library
Resources
Yes

Communication

Yes

Yes

The authors are aware of the limits of conceptual research.
Henceforth, future research will be qualitative in nature
where patrons with disabilities are encouraged to discuss
their experiences and ideas about access issues. The authors
will also investigate and quantify the prevalence of legal
actions pertaining to limited or subpar library access for
persons with disabilities. It is the authors’ hope that this
article facilitates additional dialogue and research on this
important and timely topic.

Physical

Yes

Yes

Conclusion

Environmental

Yes

Yes

Technological

Yes

Yes

Upon conclusion of the literature review, the authors
attempted to conceptualize how patrons with disabilities are
affected by barriers within academic and public libraries.
This conceptual research extrapolated best practice
responses for librarians and staff who assist patrons with
disabilities. The article offered a synthesis of strategies for
promoting full utilization of library resources for students
with disabilities enrolled in universities and for patrons in
the general public. After reviewing the literature, it became
apparent that federal legislation, Universal Design, and
policies from the American Library Association (all)
provide a framework for examining and understanding this
pertinent topic. Attitudinal/societal, communication,
physical, environmental, and technological barriers were
identified along with corresponding strategies to minimize
barriers for patrons with disabilities utilizing university and
public library settings.

Barrier Type

Is
the
Barrier
Absent?

Note. The table depicts how the absence of
barriers can promote the utilization of library
resources and services and result in a positive
library experience for the patrons with
disabilities.
The table depicts how the absence of barriers can promote
full utilization of library resources and render positive
library experiences. Librarians and staff must take active
measures to ensure that no attitudinal/societal,
communication, physical, environmental, or technological
barriers are encountered by patrons.
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SELA NEWS
Call for Papers for New Voices 2020 - Sponsored by the
University and College Library Section of the
Southeastern Library Association (SELA)
Submissions must be:
1. From a new professional librarian with no more
than five years of experience
2. Address an idea or perspective on a current
library issue
The work will be published in The Southeastern Librarian,
with some of the journal’s relevant publication guidelines
attached. The complete guidelines can be found at
http://www.selaonline.org/sela/publications/SEln/guideles.
html
Important Date: Please submit papers for consideration by
Friday,
August
14,
2020
to
Muriel
Nero
(mnero@southalabama.edu), Chair of the University and
College Library Section of the Southeastern Library
Association

Ginny Frankentaler Memorial Scholarship
The Southeastern Library Association is accepting
applications for the Ginny Frankenthaler Memorial
Scholarship.
The purpose of the scholarship is to recruit beginning
professional librarians who possess potential for leadership
and commitment to service in libraries in the Southeastern
United States. The scholarship provides financial assistance
towards completion of the graduate degree in library
science from an institution accredited by the American
Library Association.
The $1,000 scholarship is awarded every two years. The
recipient of the scholarship will be notified at the end of
July, with funding to begin with the fall school term.
The deadline for the receipt of applications has been
extended to July 1, 2020. For further information, please
visit http://selaonline.org/sela/awards/10scholarship.html
LIBRARY NEWS:
North Carolina

The author of the selected article will be invited to present
their paper at the 2020 SELA joint conference with the
Georgia Library Association in Macon, GA. The
convention is scheduled for October 7-9, 2020.

North Carolina State University Libraries

Also, a monetary award sponsored by EBSCO will be
given at the conference.

The NC State University Libraries Special Collections
Research Center (SCRC) is excited to announce the
donation of the historical records of the Humane Society of
the United States (HSUS). The materials, which include a
broad range of original records–correspondence,
photographs, reports, publications, ephemera, and other
unique items relating to animal protection–all relate to the
society’s history and that of its various affiliates, including
the Fund for Animals, the Doris Day Animal League, the
National Association for the Advancement of Humane and
Environmental Education, Humane Society International,
Humane Society Veterinary Medical Association, and the
Center for the Respect of Life and Environment.

SELA 100th Anniversary
This year, the Georgia Library Association and the
Southeastern Library Association join up to celebrate
SELA’s 100th anniversary! We invite you to be a part of
this exciting conference by submitting a panel, workshop,
or meeting proposal. Submit your proposal through this
online link.
The Georgia Libraries Conference with SELA will be held
at the Macon Marriott City Center in Macon, Georgia on
October 7-9, 2020. The theme, "Everyone In!" encourages
new and existing members to become engaged with GLA
and SELA, either through presenting at the conference
or working behind the scenes. It also reflects the important
roles libraries play in promoting participation in the 2020
census, the election year, and the work we all do in our
communities.
This year’s conference will offer a variety of presentation
formats, including pre-conferences, PechaKucha lightning
talks, Quick Takes and poster sessions and more
consolidated program tracks.
The Call for Proposals for sessions ends on May 1st.
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Humane Society of the United States Donates Records to
the Libraries

The HSUS materials include original correspondence,
publications, and photographs dating from the mid-1950s,
with the bulk of the records from later decades,
encompassing the full range of its activities in promoting
the protection of companion animals, farm animals,
animals in laboratories, and wildlife. The records reflect the
organization’s special focus on public policy, humane
education, and direct animal care work.
“We’re proud of our 65-year history and we wanted to add
our historical records to the outstanding collections already
at the archive, to further support scholarship concerning the
course of modern animal protection,” said Kitty Block,

President and CEO of the Humane Society of the United
States.
HSUS Senior Policy Advisor Bernard Unti, a historian of
animal protection in the United States, has overseen the
transfer of materials. “We’ve closely watched the
development of the Animal Rights Archive at NC State
over the last few years, and we’re impressed with its efforts
to share resources with both scholarly and public
audiences. It’s reached critical mass as North America’s
most important animal protection archive.”
Special Collections Associate Head and Curator Gwynn
Thayer stated, “NC State University Libraries is thrilled to
receive the HSUS Records to add to its growing animal
rights and animal welfare archive that documents the
history of animal protection in the United States. The
HSUS is one of the most significant animal advocacy
nonprofits currently active in the United States, and the
records will be of enormous interest to scholars and other
researchers interested in the broad field of animal
studies.” The records will undergo archival processing
before they are made available to researchers.

interesting in the data. He said this tool makes the election
data more approachable and accessible for everyone by
allowing them to create their own data visualizations from
the data sets, in addition to letting us understand more
about Chicago voting trends and urban politics. Brown
said that watching students like Tanner find their passion
and talent through their work with DataBridge is what the
program is about — to help develop students so they are
ready to be successful data scientists. “He has pushed his
disciplinary boundaries and uses his data science skillset to
work on research projects from the fields of computational
chemistry to urban politics,” said Brown. “Tanner is
independent but has embraced working in a team and with
partners from all over campus.

Virginia Tech

Spicer admits he’s an introvert. That doesn’t stop him from
successfully presenting his work at conferences and making
data science approachable for his clients. “I’ve learned to
enjoy presentations,” said Spicer. “I get nervous, but I am
very confident about my data science and methods. It has
been great to watch him develop into a team leader in the
group and excel at presenting his work at on-campus
research symposiums and contributing to group meetings
with other students and our collaborators,” said Brown.
“DataBridge enhances these students’ confidence and
experience while providing an important service to our
research university.”

Virginia Tech Student Helps Others Overcome Data
Challenges Through his Work in the University Libraries

PERSONNEL NEWS:

Virginia

Tanner Spicer, a junior majoring in computational
modeling and data analytics and computer science, dives
into complicated datasets as part of his position with the
University Libraries DataBridge student group. He loves to
organize, make sense of complex patterns in data, and use
his skills to benefit research projects across Virginia Tech.
“I’m pushing myself outside of my comfort zone. I’m a
pretty quiet kid. What we do in DataBridge is exciting to
me because of what it means to the outside world and the
impact on it,” said Spicer. “I’m working on important
projects while developing my data science and presentation
skills.”
The University Libraries at Virginia Tech’s DataBridge
program provides hands-on training for undergraduate
students to be successful in data analysis and visualization.
It’s an undergraduate research experience, led by the
University Libraries’ Anne M. Brown and managed by
Jonathan Briganti, that gives students interested in working
with data a chance to increase knowledge and hone skills
by collaborating with graduate students and faculty across
campus with computationally intensive research projects.
DataBridge students are first trained in data-logic and
analysis skills and then paired with a Virginia Tech client
and project. The students act as consultants, project
managers, problem-solvers, analysts, programmers,
cleaners, collectors, and visualizers of data.
Spicer has worked on such projects as creating a tool for
the general public to analyze historical Chicago election
data and create their own visualizations of what they find
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Florida
University of Central Florida Libraries
Selma Jaskowski, Associate Director for Technology
Services & Resource Management, retired from the
University of Central Florida Libraries March 19, 2020
after 25 years of service. Arriving at the library in 1994,
Jaskowski embarked on a mission to provide the best
technology services for students and staff. It began with the
rewiring of the entire building, which was the first structure
built on the UCF campus, to support network connected
PCs for all staff and students. Jaskowski moved on to
increase her staff of 1 to 12 over the next several years
creating an autonomous IT team for the Libraries that
installed and managed multiple servers, switches, and
wiring. Through the efforts of Jaskowski and her team, the
building was the first on campus to have wireless
connectivity. Technology lending soon followed along with
the establishment of the LibTech desk, a central location to
borrow equipment and for tech help. Jaskowski oversaw
the creation of the Libraries’ web presence, multiple
custom designed databases for staff operational use, the
implementation of network printing, and digital signage.
North Carolina
North Carolina State University
Wendy Scott, Associate Director for Organizational
Design and Learning, to Retire from the Libraries
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If the Libraries is NC State’s competitive advantage, as our
vision statement asserts, then for nearly thirty
years Wendy Scott has been our competitive advantage.
From her pioneering work in developing the Libraries’
prestigious Fellows Program to her tireless fight for fair
and competitive wages for Libraries staff, Scott has been a
major force in shaping what it means to be a librarian in the
21st century. While it certainly feels strange to say goodbye
during this period of Coronavirus Response, nothing can
mute our gratitude for her decades of transformative
librarianship and collegiality or the lasting impact she has
had on our campus and our profession.
Scott joined the Libraries in 1991 as Librarian for
Professional Development and Education. As a member of
the senior administrative team, she has provided leadership
and management of the Libraries’ personnel (human
resources) program. She has led and managed the
recruitment, appointment, and evaluation processes for
more than 220 FTE staff and developed and implemented a
comprehensive plan for the professional development and
continuing education of the Libraries’ diverse, talented, and
technology-focused workforce. During her time with the
Libraries, she advanced to the position of Associate
Director for Organizational Design and Learning, and she
served on numerous Libraries and university committees,
task forces, and teams that addressed a wide variety of
human resources-related initiatives.
Among her many significant accomplishments, Scott
played a key leadership role in the creation of the nationally
recognized NCSU Libraries Fellows Program. One
challenge for early-career librarianship was a pigeonholing
phenomenon, as too many librarians were settling too
quickly into whatever job they happened to land right out
of library school. To combat this trend, Scott worked with
then-Vice Provost & Director of Libraries, the late Susan
K. Nutter, to lead the development of a program that
instead offered new librarians a two-year appointment
during which they develop expertise and skills across
multiple departments, with a focus on science, engineering,
and digital librarianship; on diversity; and on library
management.
Fellows are fully integrated members of the library faculty,
with competitive salaries, performing as entry-level
librarians half-time in a home department. The remaining
time is devoted to a project in an area outside of their home
department. These projects support strategic Libraries
initiatives while providing concrete and innovative
opportunities for Fellows to interact with librarians from
other departments; develop novel skills, often with
emerging technologies; accumulate impressive portfolios;
travel to industry conferences and symposia, and achieve at
a professional level. “The Fellows Program facilitated
experiences that helped me build a strong foundation in
academic librarianship,” our Lead Librarian for
Interdisciplinary Research Hannah Rainey points out. “As a
Fellow, I was able to expand existing skills while also
acquiring knowledge and experience in emerging library
services and technologies. Most significantly, the Fellows
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Program provided me with a cohort and professional
network of former and future Fellows that will continue to
benefit me throughout my career.”
Besides
contributing
an
important
professional
development opportunity to the library profession, the
Fellows Program has been a recruiting boon for the
Libraries, having attracted the best and brightest library
school graduates for more than 20 years now. The Fellows
Program has been a crucial element in developing our
depth of talent and cultivating our culture of excellence,
collaboration, and interdisciplinarity. Many graduates of
the Fellows Program have become leaders in our
organization, and others have gone on to be leaders and
innovators in other academic libraries, other sectors of
higher education, and other adjacent industries.
Since the program’s inception, ninety-five percent of
Fellows have been offered academic positions or have
entered doctoral programs upon completion of the program.
Former Fellows have held positions at Harvard, Yale,
Duke, and Syracuse, and Library Journal has named five
former Fellows “Movers & Shakers” in the industry,
adding to the Program’s reputation as a training ground for
library trailblazers. One of those “Movers & Shakers,” our
Acting Ask Us Librarian Pete Schreiner, notes that “from
day one of my Fellowship, I was engaged in important,
user-focused work in a cutting-edge academic library. I was
trusted with the responsibility of supporting student success
and even got to design and launch a new service point! My
colleagues are awesome, and this has been an amazing
place to start my library career.”
Another major victory for Scott, and just another example
of her ongoing commitment to improving the Libraries’
ability to recruit and retain highly skilled employees, was
the Libraries’ career-banding initiative that culminated in
2009. Scott worked persistently and persuasively for years
to guide the implementation of North Carolina’s Career
Banding Salary Administration Policy for our SHRA
positions. Unlike many of the position titles in the state
system, the library SHRA positions had not been revised or
updated since the 1970s. Jobs were described and
compensated for work that had been automated or assigned
to student assistants. A market study of SHRA positions
across the Libraries showed that our positions were among
the five worst paid in comparison to market.
Scott represented the Libraries on a statewide career
banding task force and collaborated intensively with
leaders and managers in the Libraries and with NC State
Human Resources colleagues in this effort, resulting in a
revised set of position titles, descriptions, competencies,
and, importantly, new, market-driven salary ranges that
more accurately reflected the complex, technical skills and
duties of our staff. This enabled the Libraries to implement
significant, market-rate salary increases for 76 positions,
which has had an enormous cumulative impact on our
ability to set the standard for the 21st-century research
library.

When the James B. Hunt Jr. Library came online in early
2013, it was touted by Time and others as the Library of the
Future. In order to leverage this signature building to raise
NC State’s profile and enhance our campus’s reputation,
Scott developed our Visitor Relations program, which has
been crucial to building relationships and collaborating
with the thousands of library, architectural, and higher-ed
colleagues who have visited the Hunt Library in its first
seven years.
And the library of the future can’t be staffed by the
librarians of the past. As library spaces and technologies
had to adapt to the ever-evolving landscape of research,
teaching, and learning, so too did library staff. In order to
support these immersive, experiential, technology-rich
spaces, the Libraries needed a staff with the skills and
experience to not only engage fully with this new kind of
library, but we also needed a staff that could convince
faculty and students that these resources would transform
their work and then facilitate their leveraging of those
resources.
Thanks in large part to Scott, we were already there. For
decades, she has led the charge to not only recruit
candidates from the best library schools in North America
but non-traditional candidates from other sectors as well.
She has placed a premium on hiring and developing staff
with the technical skills to support a technical campus. Our
Libraries has also demonstrated a deep commitment to
equity, diversity, and inclusion efforts in our staff
development, hiring, and recruitment, and Wendy pushed
for those efforts and changes. Scott has created for us a
culture that values creativity, experimentation, adaptability,
and excellence, and in doing so, she has moved the needle
significantly on contemporary academic librarianship.
With her deep understanding of the university’s mission
and structure, the essential roles and skills of librarians and
library staff, and the overarching challenges and trends in
higher education, research, and scholarship, Wendy Scott
has played an absolutely essential role in transforming the
NC State University Libraries into one of the best academic
research libraries in the country over the past three decades.
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
The University Libraries is pleased to announce the
appointment of Nora Burmeister as Content Strategy
Librarian.
In this position, Burmeister will create and oversee a
content strategy that seeks to make the University Libraries
web presence accessible by everyone, relevant to diverse
users, and a platform that will continue to move scholarship
forward on campus. She will partner with the user research
librarian and subject librarians to evaluate needs, usage and
effectiveness of web content. She will use analytics to steer
improvements and inform projects. She will also serve as
an advocate for accessibility in the University Libraries’
digital projects and will create guidelines and best practices
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to ensure library content is available, accurate and
accessible.
Prior to this appointment, Burmeister was an online
learning and electronic services librarian at Central
Carolina Community College, in Sanford, North Carolina.
Burmeister holds an M.L.S. from Emporia State University,
in Emporia, Kansas, and a B.A. in comparative literature
from the University of Oregon, in Eugene.

University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Tim Bucknall, Assistant Dean for Electronic Resources
and Information Technology and Associate Professor for
University Libraries has been awarded the 2019 Governor’s
Award for Excellence in Efficiency and Innovation. The
Governor’s Award is the highest honor a state employee
may receive for dedicated service to the state and the
people of North Carolina, while recognizing the
accomplishments and actions of individuals that are outside
of the usual scope of their job duties. He was nominated in
this category for his ability to improve the efficiency of
state government services, while also establishing new and
improved methods, practices, plans and designs that have
resulted in innovation, savings and efficiencies.

As founder and convener of the Carolina Consortium,
Bucknall has organized a group of more than 180 libraries
at public and private colleges, universities, community
colleges and seminaries, as well as public libraries in North
Carolina and South Carolina. These libraries are able to
license databases and streaming video resources, subscribe
to journal packages and provide access to additional
resources for their faculty, students and communities with a
cost avoidance of $398 million in 2018. The consortium’s
service population is just at 750,000 users.
Bucknall was honored again in 2019 for his service to
libraries when he was awarded the Distinguished Service
Award by the North Carolina Library Association (NCLA).
The award is presented every two years, or when deemed
appropriate, to a member of the Association who has made
significant contributions to the profession.
Criteria for receiving the award includes distinguished
service to North Carolina, significant service or other
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professional contributions provided during either a short or
long span of time and service resulting in a regional or
national impact on librarianship in general.
With Journal Finder, Bucknall invented the very first open
URL link resolver in the United States, which changed how
libraries and students access journals and e-resources,
significantly improving the ability to do academic research.
Not only has Bucknall created and developed these tools
and services, he also shares his experience and knowledge
with others in the profession through writing and presenting
on various topics, such as technology, online catalogs,
electronic resources, serials management issues, open
access and more.
Prior to joining UNCG in 1994, Bucknall served as
Electronic Services Librarian at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH). He received his
bachelor’s degree in Liberal Arts from the University of
Texas-Austin and earned his MLIS and MA in Art History
from UNC-CH.
BOOK REVIEWS
Bourbon’s Backroads: A Journey through Kentucky’s
Distilling Landscape. Karl Raitz. Lexington, KY: South
Limestone Books, 2019. ISBN: 9780813178424. 203 p.
$29.95

Karl Raitz, professor emeritus at the University of
Kentucky, marshals his expertise in cultural and historical
geography and American landscapes to deftly guide the
reader through the origins of bourbon distilling. He
recounts its beginning as a small subsistence level
operation through its evolution as a modern-day industrial
enterprise. In addition, he explores the primary areas in
Kentucky - the Inner and Outer Bluegrass regions and the
Ohio River Valley - which offered unique advantages to
foster and support the burgeoning trade.
Settlers from Scotland and Ireland, Pennsylvania and
Maryland brought their ancient craft of whiskey distilling
to Kentucky as early as 1775. Setting up along the streams
and natural springs and taking advantage of rich soil that
yielded abundant grain, those distillers who had sufficient
financing and embraced innovation, prospered. From its
beginning as a craft enterprise to its natural evolution as an
industry, Raitz describes in topical chapters the technical
advancements,
inventions,
and
transportation
improvements that brought bourbon distilling into the
modern age. Steam power and access to railroad lines were
but a couple of the changes that spurred the
industrialization of bourbon distilling.
Karl Raitz devotes the last three chapters to those three
regions in Kentucky that primarily support the industry.
The Inner Bluegrass offered abundant water and fertile land
to early settlers and capitalized on these advantages through
transportation advancements. The Outer Bluegrass shared
the natural gifts of the Inner Bluegrass and embraced the
railroad, often moving their distilling operations to be
closer to reliable transport. Distillers in the Ohio River
Valley took advantage of city locales to have close and
reliable supporting businesses such as barrel and glass
makers available as dependable suppliers. Often situated on
the riverfront in towns, they could readily obtain the
materials they needed for production and easily ship their
cargo.
Modern distillers have skillfully employed marketing to
reach consumers, using clever concepts such as The
Bourbon Trail to entice tourists to the state. The remains of
the old distilleries instill a sense of heritage and tradition to
the industry and reflect authenticity for participants. Both
the bourbon aficionado and the curious tourist who seeks a
greater understanding of the distilling industry in Kentucky
will find it in Bourbon’s Backroads: a journey through
Kentucky’s distilling landscape.

Karl Raitz’s Bourbon’s Backroads: a journey through
Kentucky’s distilling landscape is an engaging foray into
the origins and legacy of bourbon. A 1964 Act of Congress
proclaimed bourbon to be a “distinctive product of the
United States,” and it was designated “America’s Native
Spirit” by the U.S. Senate in 2007. Made from at least 51
percent corn, distilled to no more than 160 proof and stored
at 125 proof in new charred oak barrels, bourbon is a
uniquely American product. Moreover, distilling is an
industry integral to the bluegrass state and its related
businesses continue to impact and shape the economy and
landscape of the region.
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Recommended for academic and public libraries with
subject related collections.
Melanie J. Dunn
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Southern Snow: The New Guide to Winter Sports from
Maryland to the Southern Appalachians (Southern
Gateways Guide).
Randy Johnson.
Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2019. ISBN: 978-14696-5420-1. 445 p. $27.00 (Pbk.)

This work reveals ski areas in southeastern Virginia, North
Carolina, Maryland, West Virginia, Alabama, and
Tennessee. The author wrote other outstanding books
about the South including Grandfather Mountain: The
History and Guide to an Appalachian Icon, Hiking the Blue
Ridge Parkway, Hiking North Carolina, and Best Easy
Hikes: Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Contents
include: Preface, Map Key, Part 1. Introduction to the
Southern Snowbelt, The Climate of the Southern Snowbelt,
The History of Southern Skiing, Getting There, Downhill
Skiing and Snowboarding in the South, Cross-Country
Skiing in the South, Winter Hiking and Mountaineering in
the South, Part 2. Downhill Skiing Maryland Garrett
County, Wisp Resort, West Virginia Canaan Valley Area,
Canaan Valley Resort State Park Ski Area, Timberline Four
Seasons Resort, Snowshoe Mountain, Winterplace Ski
Resort, Virginia Bryce Resort, The Homestead,
Massanutten Resort, Wintergreen Resort, North Carolina
North Carolina High Country, Appalachian Ski Mountain,
Beech Mountain Resort, Sugar Mountain Resort,
Hawksnest Snow Tubing and Zipline, Asheville Area,
Cataloochee Ski Area, Sapphire Valley Resort, Wolf Ridge
Ski Resort, Scaly Mountain Outdoor Center, Tennessee and
Alabama Ober Gatlinburg, Tennessee, Cloudmont Ski and
Golf Resort, Alabama, Part 3. Cross-Country Skiing,
Hiking, and Mountaineering, Maryland Herrington Manor
State Park, New Germany State Park, Swallow Falls State
Park, West Virginia Blackwater Falls State Park, Canaan
Valley Resort State Park, Canaan Mountain Area,
Richwood Area, Dolly Sods Area, Elk River Ski Touring
Center, Snowshoe Mountain, White Grass Ski Touring
Center, Virginia Peaks of Otter, Mountain Lake Wilderness
and Resort, Mount Rogers National Recreation Area,
Ramseys Draft Area, Shenandoah National Park, North
Carolina Appalachian Trail, Yellow Mountain Gap, Black
Mountains, Blue Ridge Parkway, Julian Price Memorial
Park, Moses Cone Memorial Park, Linville and Linville
Falls, Elk Knob State Park and the Amphibolite Mountains,
Grandfather Mountain, Roan Mountain, Tennessee Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, Index, Sidebars Boot-onFire Beginners, Shutting Down the Season, You’ll Never
Know It’s Good Till It’s Gone, My Breakfast with Sepp,
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Adding Insult to Injury, Skiing with Mr. Mohawk, Ski
Archaeology: Uncovering Lost Ski Areas, Honoring Sepp:
Quest for Hall of Fame, We Don’t Need Natural Snow!
Really?, The Downside of Skiing Dixie, Novices Keep Out,
New Respect for the East’s Highest Peak, Lost Ski
Eateries, Make History on Your Next Southern Ski Trip,
and Classic Ski Lodges of Beech Mountain. Excellent
quality and intriguing black and white photographs enhance
the masterpiece on marvelous skiing areas.
Some examples of photographs of snowy locations are
Roan Mountain, Terra Alta, West Virginia, Emerald
Outback of Beech Mountain, Mount Mitchell, The
Homestead, Silver Creek slopes, Snowshoe Village, the
slopes of Wisp, Deep Creek Lake, Shining Rock
Wilderness, Wilburn Ridge, Blackwater Canyon
Blackwater Falls, and Red Fox Restaurant of Snowshoe.
Great quality maps for instance are Herrington Manor State
Park of Maryland, New Germany State Park of Maryland,
Blackwater Falls State Park of West Virginia, Blue Ridge
Parkway Peaks of Otter in Virginia, Mount Rogers
National Recreation Area of Virginia, Grandfather
Mountain of North Carolina, Appalachian Trail and Yellow
Mountain Gap of North Carolina, Black Mountains of
North Carolina, and Great Smoky Mountains National Park
of Tennessee. The index is accurate. The recommendation
for audience is people interested in skiing and skiing in
Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina,
Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina,
Alabama, and Tennessee. This work is excellent for public
and academic libraries and great as a gift.
Melinda F. Matthews
University of Louisiana at Monroe
Thirty Great North Carolina Science Adventures: From
Underground Wonderlands to Islands in the Sky and
Everything in Between (Southern Gateways Guides).
April C. Smith and Sarah J. Carrier. ISBN: 9781469654959. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2020. 304 p. $22.00 (Pbk.).

This work is about spectacular places in North Carolina.
Author April C. Smith is a faculty member at North
Carolina State University. Contents include: Preface,
General Introduction, Part 1 Mountain Region Introduction,
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Overview by Misty Buchanan, Mountain Geology by April
C. Smith, 1 The Rock Garden The Fred Webb Jr. Outdoor
Geology Laboratory, 2 Linville Caverns An Underground
Wonderland, 3 Bluff Mountain Preserve Appalachian
Wetlands, 4 Grandfather Mountain A Mountain of
Biological Abundance, 5 Mount Mitchell An Ecological
Island in the Sky, 6 The Cradle of Forestry in America, A
Legacy of Conservation Education, 7 Mount Jefferson State
Natural Area, 8 Blowing Rock Gneiss Interpreting the
Geologic History of a Rock Outcrop, 9 Elk Knob State
Park Crystal Wilson & Andrew Jenkins, 10 Linville Gorge
Wilderness Area North Carolina’s Grand Canyon, Part II
Piedmont Region 11 Saxapahaw on the Haw River
Investigating Aquatic Insect Adaptions, 12 Reed Gold
Mine and Gold Hill Mines Historic Park Gold Mining in
the Piedmont, 13 Sandhills The Making of a Forest, 14
Prairie Ridge Ecostation Prairie in the City, 15 Pilot
Mountain State Park Exploring a Sauratown Mountain
Monadnock, 16 North Carolina Botanical Garden, 17
Hemlock Bluffs Nature Preserve and the Stevens Nature
Center, 18 Occoneechee Mountain State Natural Area, 19
Eno River State Park Exploring the Eno, 20 Medoc
Mountain State Park, Part III Coastal Plain Region
Introduction 21 Merchant’s Millpond A Cypress Swamp,
22 Mattamuskeet and Pocosin Lakes National Wildlife
Refuges A Walk on the Wild Side, 23 Lake Waccamaw
Studying Freshwater Mussels in Eastern North Carolina, 24
Carolina Beach State Park and Green Swamp The Venus
Flytrap, 25 Jockey’s Ridge State Park Moving Mountains
at the Beach, 26 Fort Fisher and the North Carolina
Aquarium 27, Bear Island, Hammocks Beach State Park
Barrier Island Ecology, 28 The Lower Roanoke River
Exploring the Secrets of Bottomland Swamps, 29 Pamlico
Sound/Neuse River Estuary Water Quality Monitoring, 30
Cape Hatteras Coastal Processes and Conflicts on North
Carolina’s Outer Banks, Glossary, Acknowledgments,
Contributors, and Index.
Map 1 The Three geologic regions of North Carolina with
thirty sites indicated for great scientific explorations
throughout the state. Map 2 Exploration sites in the
Mountain region of North Carolina. Map 3. Exploration
locations in the Piedmont region of North Carolina is
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excellent. Map 4 Exploration locations in the Coastal Plain
region of North Carolina is excellent. Map 5 North
Carolina has seventeen river basins throughout the state.
Lake Waccamaw is located in the Lumber River Basin is
excellent. Map 6 Mapped locations along the Roanoke
River for your explorations is excellent. Map 7 Locations
of UNC-IMS monitoring stations and routes in the Neuse
River and Pamlico Sound is excellent. There are thirty
seven good quality illustrations. The work contains many
beautiful brightly colored photographs of the marvelous
greenery of North Carolina. A helpful glossary includes
one hundred and four terms.
Some of the North Carolina fascinations are Linville Gorge
similar to Grand Canyon, Mt. Jefferson titled from Thomas
Jefferson and his father Peter Jefferson, the initial park in
North Carolina Mt. Mitchell, Biltmore Forest School of
George S. Vanderbilt’s Biltmore Estate, North Carolina
sounds are number two to Chesapeake Bay in grandness,
and kites flown on NC dunes. Enjoyable are cordgrass, oak
trees, red cedar, may apple, eastern hemlock, American
beech, swamp magnolia, flame azalea, honeysuckle,
vasevine, azalea, spruce fir forests, longleaf pine trees, red
maple trees, black needle, rhododendron, and laurel. Also
entertaining are barred owls, egrets, sea turtles, frogs,
toads, deer, pelicans, deer, foxes, herons, red drum, blue
herons, warblers, osprey, blue birds, and the red cockaded
woodpecker.
The recommended audience are researchers and anyone
interested in learning about the wonderful places in North
Carolina to visit and enjoy. All public and academic
libraries should add the fantastic masterpiece on North
Carolina lures to their collections.
Melinda F. Matthews
University of Louisiana at Monroe
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